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Description

The present invention relates to processing ap-

paratus for chemical reaction packs, and is more

particularly concerned with the progressive transfer

of a test fluid between adjacent chambers of the

chemical reaction pack.

Disposable reaction packs for use in automatic

analysis equipment are known in the art. Such

reaction packs typically comprise a body fabricated

from flexible pliable material. The body of the reac-

tion pack is divided into successive individual com-

partments or chambers having blister-like configu-

rations which are normally separated from each

other with seals which are rupturable or openable

in response to a sufficient pressure being applied

to such seals. One or more of the compartments or

chambers contain predetermined amounts of

reagents with which a test liquid reacts.

By applying an external linearly advancing

pressure to the blister-like chambers, the normally

closed seals are opened to permit transfer of the

contents of a preceding chamber to a succeeding

chamber. Such a technique is disclosed in US-A-

3036894. The transfer of the test liquid between

chambers and the intermixing thereof with the

reagents is preferably accomplished without open-

ing the reaction pack.

Manually applying an external pressure to each

blister-like chamber of the reaction pack to estab-

lish sufficient internal pressure to open the nor-

mally closed seal is tedious, time-consuming, in-

exact, and could result in damage to the reaction

pack. Inconsistency or variations in pressure and

time can adversely effect chemical reactions within

the pack and lead to inaccurate results. It would be

beneficial, therefore, to automate the process of

facilitating transfer of test liquids through a reaction

pack.

FR-A-2612295 discloses apparatus for auto-

mating the application of pressure to a chemical

reaction pack. A roller is driven in a circular path

under the control of a motor to evacuate each of

the chambers of the reaction pack into respective

intermediate chambers and then into the main re-

action chamber. A detector arrangement is used to

analyse the contents of the main reaction chamber.

The test liquids in the reaction pack may be

subjected to temperature changes during the test

procedure. It has been found, for example, that

thermal cycling by heating and cooling a metal

block on which a reaction pack is situated is rela-

tively slow and inefficient.

Accordingly, a problem exists in providing a

device which automatically transfers a test liquid

through a reaction pack with consistency while

facilitating heating and cooling thereof to treat the

liquids contained therewithin.
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It is therefore an object of the present invention

to provide a device which overcomes the problems

mentioned above.

In accordance with one aspect of the present

5 invention, there is provided processing apparatus

for transferring a fluid between chambers in a

chemical reaction pack, the pack having blister-like

chambers formed therein, the apparatus compris-

ing:-

w a support surface for supporting at least one

chemical reaction pack in a substantially horizontal

plane;

at least one pressure applicator supported

above the support surface for acting on an asso-

75 ciated reaction pack to transfer fluid between adja-

cent chambers; and

operating means for moving each pressure ap-

plicator through a range of movement extending

across the associated reaction pack, the operating

20 means comprising a shaft having at least one pres-

sure applicator arranged thereon, the shaft advan-

cing each pressure applicator across the support

surface while maintaining a substantially constant

orientation between each pressure applicator and

25 the support surface;

characterized in that the apparatus further

comprises temperature-control elements movable

with the pressure applicators and operable upon

the reaction pack to change its temperature.

30 In a preferred embodiment, the pressure ap-

plicators include a series of rollers which are ar-

ranged endwise on a shaft forming part of the drive

mechanism. The drive mechanism advances the

shaft with the rollers across the support surface

35 while maintaining a substantially constant orienta-

tion between the shaft and the support surface.

Still further, the preferred embodiments feature

a drive mechanism comprising a bracket supported

at one end of the shaft and an axially elongated

40 worm gear which extends in a direction generally

orthogonal to the shaft and threadably engaging

the bracket. The drive mechanism further includes

a device for rotatably driving the worm gear to

move the shaft. A rack and pinion arrangement is

45 provided at opposite ends of the shaft. As the shaft

moves, it is maintained generally perpendicular to

the axis of the reaction packs irrespective of where

the driving force is applied by the worm gear and

which of the rollers runs into resistance from the

so blister-like chambers on the reaction pack.

To promote temperature changes of the liquids

within the disposable reaction pack, temperature-

controlling elements are mounted for movement in

front of and with the rollers. Each temperature-

55 controlling element includes upper and lower units.

In a start position, the upper unit of the tempera-

ture-controlling element is positioned above a simi-

lar unit disposed beneath the support surface so
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that the two units can work together to provide the

necessary heating and cooling cycle for the liquids

in the reaction pack. When the rollers are moved,

the upper unit is moved with the rollers and is

positioned over the next blister-like chamber in the

reaction pack. After the start position, all subse-

quent chambers in the reaction pack are treated by

the temperature-control element from the top only.

As will be understood, heating may either be at a

constant temperature or a heating/cooling cycle.

The apparatus of the present invention allows

each of the reaction packs arranged on the support

surface to be treated with constant pressures on a

generally flat surface for uniform time periods.

Moreover, the present invention automates and

simplifies handling of chemical reaction packs.

When a temperature-control element is arranged in

combination therewith, temperature of the test liq-

uid in the reaction packs can be controlled during

transfer of the test liquid between chambers.

The present invention will now be described by

way of example only with reference to the accom-

panying drawings in which:

Figure 1 is a perspective view of apparatus

embodying principles of the present invention

and which is capable of operating upon a plural-

ity of chemical reaction packs;

Figure 2 is a sectioned side view taken along

line 2-2 of Figure 1

;

Figure 3 is an enlarged view of a portion of a

drive mechanism forming part of the present

invention;

Figure 4 is a top plan view of the apparatus of

the present invention; and

Figure 5 is an enlarged sectional view taken

along line 5-5 of Figure 4.

Referring now to the drawings, wherein like

reference numerals refer to like parts throughout

the several views, there is illustrated an apparatus

10 for operating on one or more chemical reaction

packs 12. Each chemical reaction pack 12 com-

prises a sealed hollow body formed from fluid

impermeable pliable material which is separated or

divided into a series of aligned chambers; each

chamber having a blister-like configuration. A test

liquid is contained within one of the chambers and

suitable reagents are contained within other cham-

bers.

The apparatus 10 of the present invention is

preferably constructed as a self-contained unit in-

cluding a base assembly 14 having a supporting

surface 16 for supporting the chemical reaction

packs 12 thereon in a substantially horizontal

plane. As illustrated in Figures 1 and 4, support

surface 16 is preferably sized to accommodate a

plurality of chemical reaction packs 12 in side-by-

side and end-to-end relation relative to each other.

Apparatus 10 includes pressure applicators 20

arranged above the support surface 16 of base

assembly 14. In a preferred form, each pressure

applicator 20 comprises a roller 21 located a pre-

5 determined distance above the support surface 16

for applying external pressure to a reaction pack 12

to transfer the liquid contained in the pack from

one chamber to another.

Each roller 21 is moved through a range of

10 movement extending endwise across the reaction

packs by a drive mechanism 22. As best illustrated

in Figure 2, drive mechanism 22 includes an elon-

gated shaft 24 extending above and laterally across

the support surface 16. A first series of rollers 21

15 are arranged endwise and freely rotatable on shaft

24.

To facilitate an increase in the capacity of the

apparatus 10, another elongated shaft 26 (Figure

1) extends above and laterally across the support

20 surface 16. Shafts 24 and 26 extend substantially

parallel to each other and to the support surface

16. A second series of rollers 21 are arranged

endwise and freely rotatable on shaft 26.

The drive mechanism 22 moves the shafts 24

25 and 26 with the rollers 21 mounted thereon across

support surface 16. In a preferred form, the drive

mechanism 22 conjointly moves both shafts 24 and

26 and the rollers supported thereon. The appara-

tus can be readily modified to operate shaft 24 with

30 a first series of rollers 21 supported thereon in-

dependently of shaft 26 which has a second series

of rollers 21 supported thereon.

The drive mechanism 22 and its relative asso-

ciation with shaft 24 will be described in detail with

35 the understanding that similar construction is pro-

vided for shaft 26 and/or other shafts which support

rollers 21 thereon.

As illustrated in Figure 3, the drive mechanism

22 includes a non-rotatable bracket 32 supported at

40 one end of shaft 24. An axially elongated worm

gear 34 extends in a direction generally orthogonal

to the shaft 24 and threadably engages and passes

through bracket 32. Opposite ends of the worm

gear 34 are rotatably journalled in opposite ends of

45 an upright support 36 connected to the base as-

sembly 14 and extending generally parallel to the

worm gear 34. Another upright support 38 (Figure

2) similar to support 36 is provided at the opposite

end of shaft 24. A motor 40 (Figure 4) is fixedly

so supported on base assembly 14 for rotatably driv-

ing the worm gear 34 in opposite directions to

effect linear movement of the shaft 24, thereby

moving rollers 21 through their range of movement

across the support surface 1 6.

55 The drive mechanism 22 is designed to facili-

tate programming of the apparatus and to allow

each of the rollers 21 co-equally act on each reac-

tion pack 12 during their range of movement. To
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effect such ends, and as illustrated in Figure 2,

drive mechanism 22 includes rack and pinion as-

semblies 44 and 46 arranged at opposite ends of

shaft 24 and extending substantially perpendicular

or orthogonal thereto.

Alternatively, packs 12 can be operated upon

randomly, if so desired.

As illustrated in Figure 3, rack and pinion as-

sembly 44 includes a gear rack 48 and a pinion

gear 50 accommodated within a cavity 51 defined

in support 36. Gear rack 48 is arranged endwise on

support 36 and extends parallel to the worm gear

34. Pinion gear 50 is pinned or otherwise affixed to

one end of shaft 24.

Similarly, and as illustrated in Figure 2, rack

and pinion assembly 46 includes a gear rack 52

and a pinion gear 54 accommodated within a cavity

55 defined in support 38. Gear rack 52 is arranged

on support 38 and extends parallel to gear rack 48.

Pinion gear 54 is pinned or otherwise affixed to the

opposite end of shaft 24.

Drive mechanism 22 further comprises bear-

ings 56 and 58 provided at opposite ends of shaft

24. As illustrated in Figure 2, bearings 56 and 58

are entrapped between respective upper guide

faces 60 and 62 defined on respective supports 36

and 38, and respective elongated lower rails 64

and 66. Each rail 64 and 66 is fixed relative to the

support surface 16. Accordingly, the horizontal axis

of shaft 24 about which rollers 21 move during their

range of movement is maintained substantially par-

allel to and in a constant orientation with the sup-

port surface 1 6.

The apparatus 10 of the present invention fur-

ther includes a plurality of temperature-controlling

elements 70 for providing rapid temperature

changes in the fluid contained within the reaction

pouch. As illustrated in Figure 1, a first series of

temperature-controlling elements 70 are associated

with shaft 24, while a second series of temperature-

controlling elements 70 are associated with shaft

26. Each temperature-controlling element 70 is effi-

cient, inexpensive and capable of rapidly moving

the temperature of 140ul of liquid from 95 °C to

55 °C to 70 °C and back to 95° C in a time period

of from 45s to 105s (0.75min to 1.75 min) with a

dwell time of at least 3s at each of these tempera-

tures.

Turning to Figure 5, in a preferred form, each

temperature-control element 70 includes an upper

unit 72 and a lower unit 74. Each upper unit of the

temperature-control elements 70 is supported in

substantially the same manner. Accordingly, only a

temperature-control element 70 as mounted to

shaft 24 will be described in detail. Each upper unit

72 is carried in advance of and in alignment with a

pressure applicator 20. A suitable cantilevered

bracket 76 serves to mount the upper unit 72 to the

shaft 24. Accordingly, when the pressure applicator

20 is moved through its range of movement the

upper unit 72 of the temperature control element

70 moves therewith.

5 As illustrated in Figure 5, the support surface

16 defines a series of apertures 80 (only one of

which is shown) which permit the lower heating unit

74 of the temperature control element to provide

the necessary heating cycle to a lower surface of

w the chemical reaction pack 12. Additional heaters

(not in the path of the pressure applicators 20) are

provided as necessary for areas of the reaction

pack which must be maintained at substantially

constant temperature to receive the liquid warmed

75 by the upper heater unit 72.

As illustrated in Figures 1 and 2, a pair of

elongated tubular members 82 and 84 extend gen-

erally parallel to and in vertically spaced relation

with shafts 24 and 26 respectively. The tubular

20 members 82 and 84 are supported at one end by

the non-rotatable brackets 32 of the drive mecha-

nism 22. Support members 86 and 87, which are

carried by the respective shafts 24 and 26, verti-

cally support the other end of tubes 82 and 84.

25 Accordingly, tubes 82 and 84 move with their re-

spective shafts 24, 26 as the pressure applicators

20 move through their range of movement.

Tube 82 and 84 are connected to a source of

cooling air 88 (Figure 1). Moreover, tubes 82 and

30 84 have a series of conduits 90 (Figures 1 and 5)

which direct the cooling air from the tubes 82 and

84 to the various temperature-control elements 70

to provide the gradients in temperatures required.

Base assembly 14 further contains a computer,

35 temperature measurement circuits, heater and mo-

tor drive circuits, and power supplies (not shown).

A computer program controls functioning of the

apparatus 10 and allows for changes to the operat-

ing parameters. An internal filter/regulator and sole-

40 noid valve will provide control to the air directed to

the temperature-control element 70.

Transfer of the reagents in the chambers of the

reaction packs is achieved by the action of the

pressure applicators 20 against the blister-like

45 chambers in the reaction packs. In the start posi-

tion, the upper and lower units 72 and 74 of each

temperature-control element are positioned to pro-

vide the necessary heating and cooling cycle for

the liquid in the reaction pack. As the pressure

so applicators 20 linearly move through their range of

movement, each roller 21 applies an external pres-

sure against the reaction pack to transfer the liquid

from one chamber to an adjacent chamber. More-

over, as the pressure applicators are moved, the

55 upper unit 72 of each temperature-control unit 70 is

pushed before the pressure applicator and is posi-

tioned over a succeeding chamber in the reaction

pack which requires heating. After the start posi-
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tion, all subsequent chambers in the reaction packs

are heated from the top only.

To effect movement of the pressure applicators

20 in either direction, motor 40 is suitably operated

to rotatably drive the worm gear 34. Engagement

between worm gear 34 and each of the non-rotat-

able brackets 32 in the drive mechanism causes

linear displacement of the brackets and thereby the

shafts 24 and 26 connected thereto.

To simplify control of the apparatus 10 and to

ensure that corresponding chambers in each reac-

tion pack are activated simultaneously for an equiv-

alent time period, drive mechanism 22 is designed

such that shafts 24 and 26 and the pressure ap-

plicators 20 carried thereby maintain a substantially

constant orientation relative to the support surface

16. The rack and pinion assemblies 44 and 46

associated with each shaft 24 and 26 of the drive

mechanism are provided to effect such ends. Each

gear rack 48 and 52 is held stationary above the

support surface 26. Each pinion gear 50 and 54

which intermeshes with the racks 48 and 52, re-

spectively, is therefore caused to rotate upon linear

movement of the shafts 24 and 26 with the rollers

21 attached thereto. Because each pinion gear is

affixed to an end of a respective shaft, rotational

movement imparted to the pinion gear is likewise

imparted to the shaft. Accordingly, each shaft is

positively driven at both ends and is maintained

substantially perpendicular to the longitudinal axis

of the packets regardless of where a driving force

is applied thereto and regardless of which of the

rollers 21 carried thereon runs into resistance from

the reaction pouch.

Moreover, the bearings 56 and 58 arranged at

opposite ends of each shaft 24 and 26 further

promote and maintain a substantially constant ori-

entation between the pressure applicators 20 and

the support surface 16. The ability to maintain a

constant orientation between the pressure applica-

tors 20 and the support surface 16 simplifies the

control of the apparatus 10 and allows each of the

packs to be co-equally acted upon for equal time

periods, thereby facilitating handling of the reaction

packs.

Claims

1. Processing apparatus for transferring a fluid

between chambers in a chemical reaction

pack, the pack having blister-like chambers

formed therein, the apparatus comprising:-

a support surface (16) for supporting at

least one chemical reaction pack (12) in a

substantially horizontal plane;

at least one pressure applicator (20, 21)

supported above the support surface (16) for

acting on an associated reaction pack (12) to

transfer fluid between adjacent chambers; and

operating means (22, 24, 26, 32, 34, 36,

38, 40, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58, 64, 66)

for moving each pressure applicator (20, 21)

5 through a range of movement extending across

the associated reaction pack (12), the operat-

ing means (22, 24, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 44, 46,

48, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58, 64, 66; 26) comprising a

shaft (24; 26) having at least one pressure

w applicator (20, 21) arranged thereon, the shaft

(24; 26) advancing each pressure applicator

(20, 21) across the support surface (16) while

maintaining a substantially constant orientation

between each pressure applicator (20, 21) and

15 the support surface (1 6);

characterized in that the apparatus further

comprises temperature-control elements (70,

72) movable with the pressure applicators (20,

21) and operable upon the reaction pack (12)

20 to change its temperature.

2. Processing apparatus according to claim 1,

wherein the operating means further comprises

a non-rotatable bracket (32) supporting one

25 end of the shaft (24; 26), an axially elongated

worm gear (34) extending in a direction gen-

erally orthogonal to the shaft (24; 26) and

threadably engaging the bracket (32), and

drive means (40) for rotatably driving the worm
30 gear (34).

3. Processing apparatus according to claim 1 or

2, wherein the operating means further in-

cludes rack and pinion means (44, 46, 48, 50,

35 52, 54) arranged at opposite ends of the shaft

(24; 26) for ensuring that the shaft (24; 26)

advances across the support surface (16) while

maintaining a substantially constant orientation

with the support surface (16) throughout the

40 range of movement of each pressure applica-

tor (20, 21).

4. Processing apparatus according to claim 3,

wherein the rack and pinion means comprises

45 a gear rack (48, 52) extending generally or-

thogonal to the shaft (24; 26), and a pinion

gear (50, 54) intermeshed with the rack (48,

52) and mounted on the shaft (24; 26).

so 5. Processing apparatus according to claim 4,

wherein the operating means further includes

bearing means (56, 58) carried by the shaft

(24; 26) for facilitating its movement across the

support surface (16).

55

6. Processing apparatus according to claim 5,

wherein the operating means further includes a

rail (64, 66) adjacent to the gear rack (48, 52)

5
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and fixedly arranged relative to the support

surface (16) so that the bearing means (56, 58)

carried by the shaft (24; 26) rides on the rail

(64, 66).

7. Processing apparatus according to any one of

the preceding claims, wherein the operating

means further includes drive means (22) for

driving the shaft (24; 26) and each pressure

applicator (20, 21) in a linear direction.

8. Processing apparatus according to any one of

the preceding claims, wherein the support sur-

face (16) is apertured to accommodate tem-

perature-control elements (70, 72) beneath the

reaction packs (12).

9. Processing apparatus according to any one of

the preceding claims, including a plurality of

pressure applicators (20, 21), each pressure

applicator (20, 21) comprising a roller.

Patentanspruche

1. Vorrichtung zum Fordern von in aufbrechbaren

Kammerabschnitte ernes chemischen Reak-

tionsgefaGes enthaltenen TestflGssigkeiten, wo-

bei die Vorrichtung aus folgenden Komponen-

ten besteht:

- einer Auflageflache (16) zur Aufnahme

mindestens eines chemischen Reaktions-

gefafies (12) in einer im wesentlichen

horizontalen Ebene;

- mindestens einer Druckvorrichtung (20,

21), die oberhalb der Auflageflache (16)

angeordnet ist und auf ein zugeordnetes

ReaktionsgefaG (12) einwirkt, urn eine

Forderung der TestflGssigkeiten zwi-

schen einzelnen Kammerabschnitten her-

beizuflihren; und

- Mitteln (22, 24, 26, 32, 36, 38, 40, 44, 46,

48, 50, 52, 56, 58, 64, 66) zum Bewegen

jeder Druckvorrichtung (20,21) durch ei-

nen sich uber das zugeordnete Reak-

tionsgefaG (12) erstreckenden Bewe-

gungsbereich, wobei die Mittel eine Wel-

le (24; 26) mit mindestens einer darauf

angeordneten Druckvorrichtung (20,21

)

aufweisen und die Welle (24; 26) unter

Aufrechterhaltung einer im wesentlichen

konstanten Ausrichtung zwischen jeder

Druckvorrichtung (20, 21) und der Aufla-

geflache (16) die Druckvorrichtungen (20,

21) uber die Auflageflache (16) bewegt,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, daG die Vor-

richtung mit den Druckvorrichtungen

(20,21) bewegbare Temperatursteuerele-

mente (70, 72) aufweist, die auf das Re-

aktionsgefaG (12) einwirken, urn dessen

Temperatur zu verandern.

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 , dadurch gekenn-

5 zeichnet, daG die Mittel zum Bewegen der

Druckvorrichtung ein unverdrehbares, eines

der Wellenenden aufnehmendes Lager (32),

eine sich im wesentlichen senkrecht zur Welle

(24; 26) erstreckende und mit dem Lager (32)

70 in Eingriff stehende Gewindespindel (34), so-

wie Antriebsmittel (40) zum Drehen der Gewin-

despindel (34) aufweisen.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, dadurch

75 gekennzeichnet, daG die Mittel zum Bewegen

der Druckvorrichtung an beiden Enden der

Welle (24; 26) angeordnete Zahnstangentriebe

(44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54) aufweisen, die Welle

(24; 26) unter Aufrechterhaltung einer im we-

20 sentlichen konstanten Ausrichtung gegeniiber

der Auflageflache (16) im gesamten Bewe-

gungsbereich jeder Druckvorrichtung (20, 21)

uber die Auflageflache (16) bewegen.

25 4. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 3, dadurch gekenn-

zeichnet, daG die Zahnstangentriebe aus sich

im wesentlichen senkrecht zur Welle (24; 16)

erstreckenden Zahnstangen (48, 52) sowie auf

der Welle (24; 26) angeordneten Zahnritzeln

go (50, 54) bestehen, die in die Zahnstange (48,

52) eingreifen.

5. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 4, dadurch gekenn-

zeichnet, daB die Mittel zum Bewegen der

35 Druckvorrichtung an den Enden der Welle (24;

26) angebrachte Lagermittel (56, 58) aufwei-

sen, urn die Bewegbarkeit der Welle uber die

Auflageflache (16) zu begunstigen.

40 6. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 5, dadurch gekenn-

zeichnet, daG die Mittel zum Bewegen der

Druckvorrichtung den Zahnstangen (48, 52) be-

nachbarte Laufflachen (64, 66) aufweisen, die

ortsfest zur Auflageflache (16) angebracht sind,

45 urn die Lagermittel (56, 58) der Welle (24;26)

abzustutzen.

7. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden

Anspruche, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daG die

so Mittel zum Bewegen der Druckvorrichtung An-

triebsmittel (22) aufweisen, die eine Linearbe-

wegung von Welle (24; 26) und Druckvorrich-

tung (20, 21) bewirken.

55 8. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden

Anspruche, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daG die

Auflageflache (16) mit Offnungen versehen ist,

urn unterhalb der ReaktionsgefaGe (12) Tem-

6
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peratursteuerungselemente (70, 72) aufzuneh-

men.

9. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden

Anspruche, gekennzeichnet durch eine Vielzahl

von Druckeinrichtungen (20, 21), wobei jede

Druckeinrichtung (20,21) eine Walze aufweist.

Revendications

1. Appareil de traitement destine au transfert d'un

fluide entre des chambres dans un recipient de

reaction chimique, le recipient ayant des

chambres de type poche formees a I'inteVieur,

I'appareil comprenant

:

une surface de support (16) pour supporter

au moins un recipient de reaction chimique

(12) dans un plan sensiblement horizontal,

au moins un applicateur de pression (20,

21) supporte* au-dessus de la surface de sup-

port (16) pour agir sur un recipient de reaction

associe (12) afin de transferer le fluide entre

des chambres contigues, et

des moyens de mise en fonctionnement

(22, 24, 26, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 44, 46, 48, 50,

52, 54, 56, 58, 64, 66) pour deplacer chaque

applicateur de pression (20, 21) a travers une

plage de deplacement s'etendant en travers du

recipient de reaction associe (12), les moyens

de mise en fonctionnement (22, 24, 32, 34, 36,

38, 40, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58, 64, 66,

26) comportant un arbre (24, 26) ayant au

moins un applicateur de pression (20, 21) dis-

pose dessus, I'arbre (24, 26) avangant chaque

applicateur de pression (20, 21) en travers de

la surface du support (16) tout en maintenant

une orientation sensiblement constante entre

chaque applicateur de pression (20, 21) et la

surface du support (16),

caracterise en ce qu'en outre I'appareil

comporte des elements de contrdle de la tem-

perature (70, 72) pouvant etre mobiles avec les

applicateurs de pression (20, 21) et mis en

fonctionnement sur le recipient de reaction (12)

pour modifier sa temperature.

2. Appareil de traitement selon la revendication 1,

dans lequel les moyens de mise en fonction-

nement comportent en outre un taquet non

rotatif (32) supportant une extr£mite de I'arbre

(24, 26), une transmission a vis sans fin allon-

gee de maniere axiale (34) s'etendant dans

une direction generalement orthogonale a I'ar-

bre (24, 26) et engageant les filets du taquet

(32) et des moyens de commande (40) pour

commander de maniere rotative la transmis-

sion a la vis sans fin (34).

3. Appareil de traitement selon la revendication 1

ou 2, dans lequel les moyens de mise en

fonctionnement comportent en outre des

moyens a cremaillere et pignon (44, 46, 48,

5 50, 52, 54) disposes au niveau des extremites

oppose*es de I'arbre (24, 26) pour s assurer

que I'arbre (24, 26) avance en travers de la

surface du support (16) tout en maintenant une

orientation sensiblement constante avec la sur-

io face du support (16) tout au long de la plage

de deplacement de chaque applicateur de

pression (20, 21).

4. Appareil de traitement selon la revendication 3,

75 dans lequel les moyens a cremaillere et pi-

gnon comportent un engrenage a cremaillere

(48, 52) s'etendant de maniere generalement

orthogonale a I'arbre (24, 26) et un pignon (50,

54) qui s'engrene avec la cremaillere (48, 52)

20 et monte* sur I'arbre (24, 26).

5. Appareil de traitement selon la revendication 4,

dans lequel les moyens de mise en fonction-

nement comportent en outre des moyens d'ap-

25 pui (56, 58) portes par I'arbre (24, 26) pour

faciliter leur mouvement en travers de la surfa-

ce du support (16).

6. Appareil de traitement selon la revendication 5,

30 dans lequel les moyens de mise en fonction-

nement comportent en outre un rail (64, 66)

contigu a I'engrenage a cremaillere (48, 52) et

dispose de maniere fixe par rapport a la surfa-

ce du support (16) de sorte que les moyens

35 d'appui (56, 58) portes par I'arbre (24, 26)

chevauchent le rail (64, 66).

7. Appareil de traitement selon Tune quelconque

des revendications precedentes, dans lequel

40 les moyens de mise en fonctionnement com-

portent en outre des moyens de commande

(22) pour commander I'arbre (24, 26) et cha-

que applicateur de pression (20, 21) dans une

direction lineaire.

45

8. Appareil de traitement selon Tune quelconque

des revendications precedentes, dans lequel la

surface du support (16) est ajouree pour adap-

ter les elements de controle de temperature

50 (70, 72) en-dessous du recipient rSactionnel

(12).

9. Appareil de traitement selon Tune quelconque

des revendications precedentes, comportant

55 une pluralite d'applicateurs de pression (20,

21), chaque applicateur de pression (20, 21)

comprenant un rouleau.
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